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Disclaimer: Please note, we do not publish sponsored posts. However, our posts do contain affiliate links, where we may be compensated for any purchases you make. This does not affect the price you pay. Thanks for supporting our site!  Efficiency Build Quality Ease of Use Noise Levels Value for MoneyFCG Verdict The Coralife
Super Skimmer with Pump is an affordable, versatile product, perfect for a variety of underwater homes.While there may have been some issues with customer service, Coralife is usually there to help, and with a warranty, you won’t have to worry to take the risk.>>> Check current price on Amazon. A good protein skimmer is essential for
keeping a healthy balance in your saltwater tank.But how do you know what the best protein skimmer is? What is the best kind for your aquarium? There are a lot of options in today’s market, including ones that hang freely on your tank, or ones that sit inside of your sump.Today, we’re taking a look at one that is super flexible to do either
—the Coralife Super Skimmer with Pump.Before skimmers, pumps were first designed for wastewater treatment plants, when it was discovered that injecting large volumes of water bubbles made the outgoing water much clearer and purer.A protein skimmer works the same way in your tank on a smaller scale; the natural surface tension
of water causes dissolved organic compounds to stick to the rising microbubbles, which then carry it all to a collection cup at the top of your protein skimmer, instead of allowing it to cycle back into your tank.This leads to clean and clear water, perfect for you and your fish!The Coralife Skimmer is available in a variety of sizes based on the
size of your tank and boasts a lot of efficient technology to help keep your aquarium clean and chemically balanced.It’s easy to use and easy to clean, but does come with an adjustment period that is frustrating to many users, along with occasional issues with missing parts and customer service.Nonetheless, is this the right pump for your
tank? Let’s dive in.Coralife Super Skimmer with Pump: The DetailsSpecsWeight: 5 lbs.Dimensions: 2” x 5.5” x 20.8”.Capacity: A variety of sizes are available for purchase, from 65 gallons to 220 gallons.Recommended Water Level: 3-7”, or enough to cover the pump sufficiently.Type of Skimmer: Skimmer with air pump.Warranty: One-
year limited.FeaturesFit to Your TankThe Coralife super skimmer can be used with either regular saltwater tanks or with reef tanks and can be used inside of a sump or can be free-hanging with the included mounting brackets.Depending on how you turn the brackets, you can mount it on aquariums with internal or external lips, so no
matter the design of your tank, this skimmer should fit.Needle WheelThe Super Skimmer comes equipped with Coralife’s patented needle-wheel impeller. The needle wheel system creates a vortex of water to remove dissolved organic compounds and fine proteins efficiently.It creates a tornado of water and bubbles which attracts the
protein in the tank before it dumps it into the collection cup.This key component helps to create a crystal clear tank and is powerful at doing so.Wide Neck Collection Cup Once the needle-wheel does its part of the job, all the stuff you don’t want in your tank gets dumped in the mentioned collection cup.This collection cup is designed to
make your cleaning job easier with an ‘easy twist’ feature so you’re not left fumbling during maintenance. It screws off easily for cleaning and disposal.Its wide-neck design makes foam production efficient and is easy to control.EfficiencyAn energy-efficient motor in the pump increases the power without any increase in voltage, and the
dual injection inlets increase bubble and water contact timeThis helps the machine be efficient and quiet, all while keeping your tank extremely clean.Coralife: The CompanyCoralife is a subsidiary of Central Garden & Pet.Established in 1980 with an umbrella of companies to its name, this distribution company has over 4,000 employees
and a focus on innovation, quality, and service.They distribute all across North America, though they are based out of California.Coralife is one of the newer subsidiaries of Central Garden & Pet, whose other brands include reliable and familiar industry names like Aqueon, Kaytee Pet, Nylabone, Zilla, and more.Coralife Super Skimmer
ReviewThe PositivesQuietAquariums are supposed to be a peaceful addition to your home, filled with beautiful fish that swim about all day. But that relaxing vibe can easily be ruined with a pump or skimmer that wants all the attention.No one wants to be overthrown in conversation by the whirr of their tank, especially when placed in the
bedroom or living room.Take care when setting this skimmer up and you won’t get any annoying rattling, buzzing, or whirring from your tank.You can expect the Super Skimmer to be super quiet so your tank stays a beautiful distraction and not a noisy one.Efficiency and CostAside from being incredibly quiet, the Coralife Super Skimmer is
very efficient.Within a few hours, it starts producing results in both the collection cup and the clarity of the tank, and some testers saw full capacity within two days. One 65 gallon tank was cleaned in a 24-hour cycle.The quality is very good for the price point — which comes in considerably lower than some comparable brands.Though the
price point varies based on the size needs of your tank, it still comes under the price of same-size competitors, which is great for those looking for quality on a budget.Ease of UseWhether you’re a beginning aquarist or expert, adjusting to this skimmer won’t be a hard feat. The attachment and settings are easy to use and are pretty
straightforward.The included mounting brackets ensure mounting on your tank is easy, whether your tank has external or internal lips.The adjustment valves allow you to tweak the flow of the skimmer to the specific needs of your tank. On top of that, this protein skimmer is simple to clean and easy to maintain.No longer will you need to be
dreading cleaning day as it will be easy breezy, taking you no time with this skimmer. The collection cup is easy to unscrew and empty.The usual calcium buildup (which comes from the air intake valves of all protein skimmers) should only take minutes to clean up and have your skimmer back to full capacity in no time.Easy Set-UpYes,
using it is easy, but so is setting it up! Even without the use of instructions, most customers are able to have no trouble with the setup process.And since the tank is quick at doing its job, once this arrives in your home, you’ll be sure to have a cleaner tank in no time.Customer ServiceWith a 12-month limited warranty, customer service is
available to offer replacement parts should something break or go wrong.This 1-year warranty is in place to protect customers against errors in manufacturing and craftsmanship.Should you find any faults, you’ll need to contact the company so they can decide whether they need to repair or replace the product.Customer service is also
available to answer any questions that you may have with set-up or use. You won’t be left hanging.Many users found that customer service responded quickly to requests, and they were polite and professional to work with.Customer service is often reported as flexible and prompt with both phone and e-mail inquiries.The
NegativesAdjustment PeriodIt can take some time and dedication to adjust the skimmer properly to the needs of your individual tank. The adjustment valves are very touchy, and if not done correctly, can cause the collection cup to overflow.An overflow bucket may be useful to keep on hand until you get the skimmer properly adjusted, in
order to avoid a big mess.The instruction manual is not clear as to how to prevent this, so it comes down to a lot of trial and error.Some users did not have the patience to play with it and preferred a tank with adjustment valves that were easier to maneuver, with less chance of water spilling onto the floor.Customer ServiceThe instructions
that came with the protein skimmer were unclear at best and often did not match the model that came within the box.It seemed as if the instruction manual was made for all models under the same umbrella, but did not cover all aspects of the product efficiently.And although some users had good experiences with customer service, others
found them to be a bit lacking.Some packages were sent with parts that were an incorrect fit, and a few users found that customer service was slow to respond about replacements.Keep in mind that these instances are rare, and most customers receive great customer support, which is why we’re surprised that it’s not always 100%.Early
Retirement Although not common, some users had the units die within three to six months.Even with repairs and proper cleaning, the machines did not come back to life, and even though they worked well up until that point, our testers decided it was not worth getting a replacement in case it happened again.That being said, the warranty
and customer service are there to help you along should the uncommon occur.Overall VerdictThere are so many protein skimmers on the market from a variety of companies, and this one is a solid little piece.A variety of sizes available give you the flexibility you need for your aquarium, from 65 gallons to 220 gallons, and all of the sizes
have the same great benefits and technology.Its adjustment valves give home aquarists the option to fine-tune the system for their individual tank, but can be frustrating and messy to learn.For users who had their package arrive with all of the proper parts (which lasted beyond the six months), they were happy with its ease of use and
efficiency.But if you’re worried about the awkward adjustment period, or the occasional lemon, this may not be the best protein skimmer for you.In the end, at a solid price point and a 12-month limited warranty, the Coralife Super Skimmer with Pump is certainly worth a shot.Where to Buy the Coralife Super Skimmer with PumpCoralife is
known for producing quality products that are affordable, and it’s not a rare sight to see their products featured in pet stores and specialty shops.The Coralife Super Skimmer with Pump is no different, available both in-store and online.To start your search, check out the following online retailers.Drs Foster Smith (from $89)Chewy (from
$89)Big Als Pets (from $109)And of course, this skimmer is also available on Amazon.So that’s it for our Coralife Super Skimmer review. Tempted to give it a try? Coralife needle-wheel protein skimmers are pretty much the new standard in reef and aquarium-keeping. Other than mesh-wheel designs, needle-wheel skimmers are a reliable,
quiet, and efficient choice. I’ve worked with both mesh-wheel and needle-wheel skimmers, and it’s hard to recommend one over the other. They both work effectively over co-flow systems, so choosing one is really dependent on your setup. Coralife skimmers are some of the best quality protein skimmers out there. If you want something
easy to setup and reliable, then I’d recommend the Coralife Super Skimmer series. It comes in a series of 3 different sizes depending on your tank size and the price is decent. At the lab, we have these in about 50% of all our reef habitats and containers. They’re reliable and effective. We’ve only had a few failures over the course of many
years compared to other brands, so they’re definitely my recommendation if you’re just getting into the reef-keeping hobby and need a protein skimmer. If you don’t know the importance of a protein skimmer, please read my intro to protein skimmers page to learn about them. For this review, I’ll be going over the Coralife Super Skimmers
and all 3 models. Here’s a brief comparison chart of all 3 models for a quick overview: Coralife Super Skimmer Comparison Chart Skimmer ImageModelTank CapacityWarrantyView on Amazon 10010527165 Gallons1 yearView 100105272125 Gallons1 yearView 100105277220 Gallons1 yearView For most beginners, I’d recommend the
basic and proven 65 gallon Coralife Skimmer. This is one of the most popular skimmers on the market today, and it’s one that we have in all of our 50 gallon reef tanks in the lab. Instructions are included with the skimmer, should you have trouble setting it up. The Super Skimmer series are easily used under your tank, or can be mounted
on the back of your sump using the mounting brackets. If you ask any aquarium enthusiast, Coralife is a trusted brand, so you really can’t go wrong. If you have a larger tank, the Super Skimmer series also comes in a 125 gallon and 220 gallon capacity as well. Check them out real quick before you read on. You can see that each
skimmer comes with everything you need to get started. These skimmers all use a patented needle-wheel aspirator to generate bubbles, which basically means they have fine needles that spin on a platter attached to a platter. All the needles are centered around a central axis. This has been known to be more effective than other needle
designs, and comparable to mesh-wheel designs. What size skimmer do I need? If you get a larger size for your tank, feel free. However, don’t go overkill. Too much power will cause too many bubbles and not enough water, which defeats the purpose. If you have a 30, 40, or 50 gallon tank, the 65 is perfect. Anything lower will result in
too many bubbles. The tubing is about 2” in diameter, so if you have a glass top or other secured areas, make sure the tubing fits. The GPH of the motors range from 600-700GPH, so choose the model that works for your reef. It’s fine to get the next step up, especially if you want to upgrade your reef setup later on. Don’t do the opposite
though. Make sure you get the proper model for you setup. Do I need to clean my protein skimmer? Coralife skimmers have been known to function well, but do require regular cleaning just like any other skimmer. Some skimmers have auto-cleaning tech, but they are extremely expensive. If you don’t clean your skimmer, salt and other
grime will build up in the tubing, which will effectively choke off the water supply to and from the tank. So be sure to do your regular maintenance. Coralife skimmers also have a habit of getting the wheel dirty often, so clean the wheel as well whenever you do you regular cleaning. What are the dimensions of the Coralife skimmers? These
skimmers need to be in about 7” in of water, which is ideally used in your reef’s sump. They’re also about 6” wide, so make sure you have enough space. The total height of the entire body is about 21”. If you decide to use it as a hang-on-back skimmer, make sure you have at least a 40 gallon tank, or else the size is just too large.
However, you can use it as a sub skimmer for tanks 10-30 gallons. If you want to hang it, make sure you have about 7” of space from the wall or other obstruction. See them in action here. Are these skimmers noisy? The Coralife Super Skimmers are known for their extreme noise-reduction. They’re all very quiet models and can barely be
heard. The entire unit is self-contained, which means the pump is located within the unit itself. Bubbles push the waste up to the collection cup up top. And you empty the cup when necessary. Emptying the collection cup The cup needs to be emptied when it gets full, just like any other skimmer. Here’s a tip: use a turkey baster. It makes it
a lot easier than taking the cup off and bringing it to the sink. Just suck up the garbage and redo it as necessary. This isn’t a substitute for regular cleaning, just a quick-clean. Buying a Coralife protein skimmer I’d definitely recommend a Coralife to any beginner or expert in the reefing hobby. They’re superior products made with decent
attention to detail. They do take a while to setup and get going, but it’s not difficult. Follow the instructions provided and feel free to ask around for help, whether from here or from a reefing forum. If you’re brand new to the hobby or you’re looking to buy a protein skimmer, go with the Coralife for something that’s reliable, quiet, and efficient.
Some users have reported that their system doesn’t work, but chances are, they didn’t set it up properly, as setup is long but not exactly difficult. Please be sure to follow the manual. If you’re still on the fence about getting a Coralife, head on over to amazon and check out the reviews from people that have actually purchased one.
Otherwise, going with Coralife for your protein skimmer is an excellent choice. Get the proper size for your tank. Read up on the setup. And make sure you clean it regularly. In return, you’ll get crystal-clean water and low readings of nitrites/nitrates. Your fish will thank you. A protein skimmer is a vital component to any reef tank. Check
’em out here.
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